Antarctic Peninsula – Highlights of the frozen continent
From 4th March until 15th March
Welcome aboard from your ORCA Cruise Conservationist:
Maëva ACCART
It was a privilege to share this journey to the Antarctic Peninsula
with you. ORCA is extremely grateful to have been invited onboard by Hurtigruten to join this cruise. My role was to help guests
get the most out of their whale experiences whilst collecting
scientific data on cetaceans to be used for their conservation.
I hope you enjoy this report detailing some of the wildlife we were
lucky to encounter.

Day 1: Embarking in Ushuaia
On this first day the cruise, we focused on
welcoming new guests on-board MS
Midnatsol. With over 80 French speakers
aboard, we had a French departure,
meaning that every announcement and
event had to be presented in English,
German and French. Before leaving the
pier, the safety drill exercise had to be
done; I ran the French & German version
in the amphitheater on deck 5 with Sascha,
our official German translator, while the
English version was being held in the
Panorama Lounge on deck 8. Once
MS Midnatsol at the Ushuaia pier. Photo by Sebastien Pannatier
completed, we sailed away around 7pm
from the beautiful Ushuaia city, also called the end of the world. As we were going through the Beagle
Channel, I spotted a seal swimming towards the ship. The conditions were looking good and the nightfall
light was absolutely beautiful. Later that evening, the famous Captain Welcome Party took place
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presenting the officers, the chefs and the expedition team on-board. Our team consisted of our
Expedition Leader Rike, our Assistant EL named Helga and the rest of us, all with our specialties; activity
guides, naturalists, photographers, geologists, marine biologists, ornithologists, glaciologists, translator
etc. After introducing ourselves, we were able to finish the night without feeling the so-famous shake of
the Drake’s passage, hoping the weather would remain kind the morning after.

Beautiful view of Ushuaia from the MS Midnatsol a few hours before departure

Day 2: Crossing the Drake’s Passage
As we started the day, the conditions were looking much better than anticipated with a sea state 3 and a
swell of 2-2.5 meters and no precipitation for most of the day. Some guests may not have agreed with me
however, as I crossed path with several pale faces, praying to arrive soon. Remember that this rite of
(Drake’s) passage is now an
old memory embedded in
an unforgivable holiday!
My morning consisted of
presenting the CitizenScience talk with Chris, our
Science coordinator to all
the passengers. I introduced
the work of ORCA, who we
are, what we do, why I was
on-board and how can
anyone help if interested.
Following this session, a
busy
day
awaited
passengers as they had a
View of the sea state while crossing the Drake’s passage from the observatory Deck 9
number of mandatory
briefings. We also ran our first Science corner session in the afternoon, talking about all the projects
Hurtigruten was involved in, like but not restricted to, Happy Whale, Sea Leopard Project, eBird. It was a
great one as many of you came up to us with already loads of questions, and specifically wanting to know
more about ORCA charity work and where to find me throughout the voyage.
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Day 3: Navigating through the Southern Shetland Islands & landing on Half Moon Island
On this second day crossing the Drake, I could feel the excitement on-board as we were getting closer and
closer to our destination. I got to the bridge around 9 o’clock for the morning announcement and the
officers informed me they spotted the first blows half an hour before that! The first icebergs were also in
sight and passengers were eager to go on the outside decks to share this moment. The sea state was still
a good 4-5 with a light to moderate swell, fog and mist around and a strong wind. The Southern Shetland
Islands started to appear late morning with Nelson Island on port side, a sign that we were officially
entering the Peninsula region.
I was on deck watch from 9.30am
until noon surveying for whales and
dolphins. While I was positioned on
starboard side, I had eyes all around
as a large portion of the passengers
were outside with me, enjoying the
proper Antarctic weather. A total of
4 whales were spotted in the
distance; tall, thin and high blows,
assumed to belong to fin whales, the
second largest cetacean. They were
quite elusive animals; surfacing twice
before disappearing, and sadly no
back or dorsal fin could be seen in the
swell. With the wind the blows
vanished quite quickly as well. It can
be hypothesized that the animals
were doing burst swimming. Several
blue-eyed shag were flying low until
two of them decided to take on
break on the helipad. They became
quite the attraction for a little while…

A blue-eyed shag flying
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First iceberg spotted as we are arriving close to the Southern Shetland Islands

Two blue-eyed shags resting on the observatory deck 9
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We were scheduled to arrive at our first landing early afternoon. This was a surprise to guests as most of
the time, it takes two whole days crossing the Drake’s passage. However, we were unsure until the last
minute; the landing site being Half-moon Island, a place unsheltered from strong winds, making it difficult
to maneuver on tender boats. We got the final decision once we were on the water, finding the best spot
to disembark on the island. With a landscape shaped like a half-moon, hence the name, guests had the
possibility to go for long walks alongside the marked path we set up. The island was home to chinstrap
and gentoo penguin colonies. There were also numerous solitary Antarctic fur seals resting around. I was
posted at the end of the track where whale bone remains were, indicator of the whaling industry. An
Argentinian summer research station is also present on site but was already closed by the time we got to
the island. While I was waiting for guests to walk towards my section, a chinstrap penguin jumped out of
the water and came towards me. I stood still to not frighten it but this little one was very curious and did
not follow the 5 meters rule… He ended up circling me, probably out of curiosity and that’s when I noticed
the big scar on its belly, which looked like a bite mark probably from a leopard seal. He looked at me,
more intrigued than I was, and went back into the water before vanishing forever. It was one of the most
seclusive moment of my life, with no one around to witness this absolutely magical encounter.

Male Antarctic Fur Seal

Did you know?

Chinstrap Penguin
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Chinstrap, Gentoo & Adelie’s penguins are
the 3 species from the Pygoscelis genus, also
known as brush-tailed penguins found in the
Antarctic waters.
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In the afternoon, I was positioned on the other side of the island, close to the chinstrap colony. Once all
the guests had a chance to walk around, we left the landing site at 8.30pm. By then, the wind had picked
up and it was getting very cold.
Beautiful pictures of the flying birds taken by our
photographers. Snowy sheathbills feed on the
excrements of penguins, making colonies a perfect
environment for them!

Wilson’s Stormy Petrel, photo by Sebastien Pannatier

Brown Skua, photo by Dave Katz

Snowy Sheathbills, photo by Dave Katz

Landing site: Half Moon Island
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Day 4: Landing in Pendulum Cove & Whalers Bay on Deception Island
During the night, we sailed from Half Moon island to Deception island, our next landing site. By the time
we arrived in the cove, it was very foggy with a distance of visibility lower than 5 meters. Most of the
expedition team was on site by 8 o’clock in Pendulum Cove, while I was getting ready for my presentation
on “whale adaptations to the marine world”. I had a great attendance to all three of my talks, thank you
again for being so enthusiastic and in high numbers, I really appreciate it. By the time I was done, the fog
had completed lifted and sunlight came out for passengers to admire the caldera. Even from the ship, we
could clearly see the steam coming out of the water along the shore, typical effects of the thermogeodynamic from the area with an active volcano.

Our glacier expert, Anne, presenting the geology of the Pendulum Cove to a group of guests with the remain of the Chilean
research station in the background. Photo by Dave Katz

After lunch time, we left Pendulum cove and re-positioned the ship into Whalers’ Bay, also on Deception
Island. While cruising to the new site, a whale popped up on port side. From the description first given by
passengers, I assumed it to most likely be an Antarctic minke whale. However, after seeing pictures taken
by guests, I was thrilled to realize that it was actually a fin whale! The main difference being in the size of
the animals; minke whales are small up to ten meters long, while fin whales measure about 25 meters!
Therefore, when a minke whale surfaces, the blowholes and dorsal fin are both out of the water at the
same time, a situation that cannot be seen in fin whales.
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Pointy, falcate
dorsal fin
Asymmetrical chevron

White right jaw

Fin whale surfacing on port side in the cove of Deception Island. Photo by guest David Campard

Fin or Finback Whale
Named after the sharp dorsal ridge at the back of the animal. Size up to 27meters, second largest
cetacean. It is capable of swimming extremely fast, up to 40km/hour for short bursts. It can dive
down to a maximum depth of 500 meters. Scientific name: Balaenoptera physalus
Did you know?

Photo by guest David Campard
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The right side of the fin whale is more
pronounced in white coloring and
pattern than the left with a distinct
chevron. It is used for individually
identifying the animals through
photography.
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We started the landing
operations in Whalers’ Bay at 2
o’clock. While most of the sites
visited in Antarctica are
oriented around the wildlife
being present, this particular
spot has a strong historical
background. First recorded
explorers came here in the
1800’s to hunt seals, but the
island was quickly abandoned
once all the pinnipeds were
hunted. It is only when the
whaling industry flourished that
the bay was then inhabited
again and turned into a whaling
Boil tanker remains in Whalers Bay classified as World Heritage
station from 1906 until 1931.
Later on, it was reconverted into a British Research Station until the volcanic eruption of 1969. Today,
Whalers’ Bay is classified as a World Heritage Site. Guests got to see the remains of the whaling and
research stations and climbed all the way to Neptune’s window to have a beautiful view over the island.
The wind picked up again in late afternoon and by the time we finished the landing, it has become so
strong that it was slightly tricky to walk in a straight line…
Top photo: the expedition
team arriving on the shore in
Whalers Bay surrounded by
the steam from the geology of
the area

Bottom photo: the entrance
into Deception Island with the
last fog disappearing over
Neptune bellows
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Bottom photo: the expedition
team arriving into Whalers
Bay with the classic steam
along the shore due to the
geology of the area

Top photos: Antarctic fur seals present on site, either resting next to the remains from the whaling industry (left picture), or
practicing fights with one another (right). Bottom photo: the beautiful Kroner Lake on the west side of Whalers Bay

Day 5: Landing on Danco Island
Starting another day on the outside
deck at 7am. The light was not entirely
out yet and it was quite windy and
therefore cold. I did manage to spot
one humpback whale in the distance
and guests standing with me at the
time said that I did hold my end of the
bargain! 😊 As it started to get very
foggy, I decided to for breakfast. With
the amount of sea ice around the ship
while cruising, we had to slow down.
As I was getting breakfast, the fog
Sunlight slowly arising in the Errera channel on our way to Danco Island
started to disappear and many
humpback whales were fluking
around the ship, one even breached in the distance. I went back up to the outside deck and spotted 6
whales. Guests were already thrilled having seen so many around.
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Hump in front of the dorsal fin

“Fluke” before diving
90% of the time

White, large and
very maneuverable
pectoral fins

Humpback Whale
Named after the hump located in front of the dorsal fin and the tendency to arch its back when diving.
It can reach a maximum size of 18m. Very acrobatic species, often tail slapping and/or breaching!
Humpbacks are spending their winter at low latitude to breed & nurse their young, and migrate to
high latitude in summer to their feeding grounds. Scientific name: Megaptera novaeangliae

Animal surfaces 2-3
times in a row producing
a very distinct spout
from its 2 blow holes; up
to 5 meters high, very
bushy-like shape, similar
to a cloud or mushroom
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Animal arches its back
when diving, showing its
predominant
hump
located in front of a
clearly seen dorsal fin

Finally, the fluke is
slowing lifting into the
air, showing the lower
part used to individually
identify animals. Once it
disappears, usually resurface 5-10 mins later.
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Humpback whales travelling through the Errera Channel and showing a behaviour known as logging where they remain quite
still on the surface as they are resting. Left picture from Dave Katz

We arrived at Danco Island around 10 am. A well-known colony of gentoo penguins is present there and
it is said that at the peak of the season, there are up to 5,000 pairs. A lot of them were still molting and
many chicks ran after their parents to get food. While they start running away, down an entire hill
sometimes, they end up giving in by regurgitating food for their young… if you ask me, that’s terrible
parenting! Brown skuas and snowy sheathbills rely on the colony and keep flying around the penguins as
well.

Danco Island with its beautiful gentoo penguins resting next to some whale bones, a vertebrae and ribs
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Young penguin looking rather tired while molting

Did you know?
Penguins molt for 1 month during which
they cannot feed themselves, go into the
water and they just rip their feathers out!

Brown skuas feeding on the cadaver of gentoo penguin
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It was also the first day for tender boat cruising, kayaking and photo expeditions since the wind had
calmed down. While I was observing them from the landing site, I suddenly spotted two blows in the bay
at the end of our track, in close proximity of the kayakers and the tender boats. It turned out to be a
sensational experience for guests as they had real close-up with humpback whales, seals and penguins
swimming around.

Gentoo penguins porpoising on the water surface. Photo by Dave Katz

Some of you were brave enough to do the polar plunge; well done! The landing operations finished around
6.30pm. After cleaning and re-organizing all the equipment/gears, we went for dinner. As we were sitting
at our usual table, I could hear passengers close to us gasping and looking out. There was definitely a
whale around. I stood up and got a glance of it as I was approaching the windows; a humpback whale
breached right next to the ship on starboard side at the back. What a way to finish the day!

Day 6: Landing on Pléneau Island & cruising around Yalour Islands
This morning we were cruising through
the beautiful Lemaire channel. I got up
on the outside decks at 7 am and a
magnificent scenery and sunlight
welcomed me and the passengers
joining in. A number of humpback
whales were spotted on both sides;
most of them were logging. Guests that
were admiring the view from the bow
on deck 6 assured seeing some
breaching in the distance as well. While
I was counted the seals resting on sea
ice around us, I saw them; two
Chimney of the MS Midnatsol in the middle of the Lemaire Channel
Antarctic minke whales doing burst
swimming on port side right in front of the ship, swimming away from us. Passengers spotted them as
well and after I pointed out the different characteristics, they could clearly see the difference in shapes
and behaviour with the humpback whales.
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Left picture: humpback logging on the surface. Right picture: beautiful color as the sun rises on the Lemaire Channel

Why called Minke?
After a 1900s century German whaler, named
Meincke, who kept misidentifying minkes
(smallest whale) with blue whales (biggest
animal) and was mocked by other whalers.

Antarctic minke whale, photo by guest Sheel Pan

Small, falcate dorsal fin

Uniform pale
grey flippers
Pointed,
flattened
rostrum

Antarctic Minke Whale
Named ‘Antarctic’ for its range in cold waters around the frozen continent. Smallest of the baleen
whales with a maximum size of 10meters. Breaches fairly frequently and is quite active in the water,
moves around doing burst swimming as well. Main predator is the killer whale, Type A.
Scientific name: Balaenoptera bonaerensis
Charity No: 1141728
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Left picture: expedition team going ashore to assess if the landing is possible and safe enough for passengers. Right picture:
Petermann Island, the plan A landing site

The rest of the morning was a bit unordinary; the expedition team was getting ready to assess the situation
on Petermann Island, but once we got there, there was too much frozen ice & algae making the landing
site very slippery. It was too unsafe for passengers to walk around. We looked for about an hour, clearly
listening to Rike’s suggestions to find a good spot to be able to land… unsuccessful mission unfortunately.
She declared the site too dangerous to walk on. We went back to the ship and started to look for a plan
B. Guests came to us thinking that it was the penguins that made us turn back! After clarification, the EL
and the Captain decided on another site; it had to be close by and available in the afternoon. They both
decided on Pléneau Island. We got there around 11am and it was a lovely place. Once again, it took us a
bit of time to find the perfect disembarkation spot. We crossed path with a Weddell seal, that looked at
us quite intrigued.

View from my standing point on Pléneau Island
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The weather was absolutely marvelous and cruising operations
were running simultaneously with the landing operations. The
site offered a beautiful walk up the rocks, slightly more difficult
than what the guests were used to. But the most amazing thing
for me was probably the green moss present all around us, that
was believed to be over hundreds of years old! We had to be
very careful not to step on it. There were a few gentoo penguins
around as well. I must admit, it was probably one of my favorite
landings; not so bad for a plan B… 😊

Beautiful moss on Pléneau Island

Did you know?
Fur seals walk on
their flippers while
seals glide on their
belly
Fur seals also have
external ears, while
seals do not!
A very chill Weddell seal on the landing site

Numerous humpback whales surfaced in the bay as well to make this day even better. Two appeared
early afternoon and were quite active. Close to the ship, they were circling underneath the surface before
coming head straight up. They were most likely feeding. Two others surfaced later on, slowly cruising
along the shore. Passengers could follow their trajectory from the walking path. During lunch time, the
Captain and some of the officers came to shore to officiate a wedding ceremony for two of the guests. It
was quite amazing to witness! They were able to probably dress up but still had to wear the landing boots
given at the beginning of the cruise. Very unusual and unique moment! Plus, it is a rare sight to have the
Captain and the officers on land.
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Left picture: humpback whale surfacing along the shore. Right picture: the Captain coming ashore to officiate the ceremony

We were back on the ship around 7pm, and we learnt that the
conditions were ideal to keep going South. Guests realized that they
were going to cross the Antarctic circle the next morning. Something
that has only been done twice in four years. The day ended on a
beautiful note when the newlyweds invited all the other guests, the
officers and the staff to join them to cut their wedding cake and share
a piece. Once again, it was a magical day!
Wedding Cake

Day 7: South of the circle & cruising in Crystal Sound Bay
At this point, guests were already
mesmerized by their trip, little did
they know what the following days
will bring them… the morning
started with fog early on but it
quickly disappeared. I was then
able to survey on deck 9 from
8.30am. We were scheduled to
cross the Antarctic circle about an
hour later. The conditions were
exceptional; beautiful sunlight, sea
state of 2, very little swell and no
precipitation. We were admiring
the icebergs floating around us
when the first whales started to
surface on port side. For a couple
Charity No: 1141728

Outstanding sunrise going South of the circle
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Crossing the Antarctic Circle, photo by Fred from
the Expedition team

of hours, they kept on appearing one after the other; they
were almost all identified as humpback whales. The exact
total number is unclear as both my logger, i.e. tablet to
record the sighting data, and the GPS crashed after about
one hour and a half. I think technology is having a hard time
with the polar temperatures… Still passengers were
numerous on the outside deck with me and thrilled to see so
many whales around. I surveyed until about 10.30am when
the circle was actually crossed, again slightly delayed as we
had to slow down with all the icebergs around. That’s when
the tradition started…

It is said that Neptune, the god of the Antarctic Ocean, has to welcome you into its realm. Everyone
crossing the Antarctic circle for the first time has to prove to be worthy by passing a test. Let me just say
that it involved cold water and ice cubes. Passengers are the first one to go through it, then the staff and
the officers and finally the Captain… One thing is sure, it is one morning I am not going to forget, neither
will my soaked pants!

Top left: Beginning of a ritual with an announcement from Neptune itself. Top-right: Guests are the first to pass the test.
Bottom-left: Followed by the staff & the officers. Bottom-right: Finally, the Captain has to go through it as well. Photos by our
photographers Dave Katz & Sebastien Pannatier.
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We arrived at Crystal Sound bay around
1pm. The bay is named after the ice that
crystallized making it an ideal place for
sample collections for research stations
nearby. The afternoon consisted of cruising
operations only. The first cruising I went out
with had Fred, from the expedition team, as
the other driver. We navigated around the
beautiful icebergs when he spotted
something on the water, looked at me
uncertain and asked “humpback whale,
isn’t it?”. It was an Antarctic fur seal
stretching on the surface, and I started
This is an Antarctic fur seal, not a whale! Don’t listen to Fred ha-ha
laughing at him when the guests on my
tender boat joined in. It was a pretty funny bonding moment. The so-called ‘humpback’ came close and
swam around us in curiosity. There were a lot of other fur seals around, many resting on the icebergs,
others swimming around. When suddenly my driver spotted a whale, far in the distance. It was a
humpback whale, resting on the surface. We stayed close by listening to its deep breathing. The animal
got really close to the two other boats already on site but not so much to ours. One fur seal did in that
moment through. Guests were still ecstatic.

The ‘real’ humpback whale resting on the water surface in the middle of sea ice giving us this beautiful scenery!
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Breath-taking iceberg in Crystal Sound

Doing some ice-cruising, what an experience!

For my second cruising, I was paired
with Felipe from our team and
assigned to the French groups. Once
again, it was incredible, the water
looked like a mirror being so calm. We
went looking for the fur seals. The
drivers then had the fantastic idea to
go “ice-cruising”. Guests adored the
experience and I must say, so did I. It
was absolutely breath-taking, slowly
driving through sea-ice on the surface,
hearing the ice cracked on the side of
the boat. Tricky driving but gave
everyone chills! We stopped in the
middle to admire such scenery when
a seal popped up next to our boats,
checking us out before swimming
away! Then, we left the sea-ice area
and spotted a humpback whale
swimming ahead of us, before it
beautifully fluked while diving… What
a scene!
We were about to go explore a little
bit more when suddenly the fog came
in, silently but very quickly. The
Captain called all the tender boats
from the bridge and gave the order to
come back to the ship immediately. It
was really impressive to see how fast
the fog spread throughout the bay. As
we were going back to the tender pit,
I could see other zodiacs further away
driving back behind us, slowly
disappearing out of sight. When I got
to the ship, the Captain was at the
tender pit, making sure that no one
was missing. Despite this quick ending,
it was one of the most incredible
cruising I had… And from the picture’s
other guests generously shared,
everyone clearly had a whale of a time!

Wonderful encounter with two humpback whales, photo by guest David
Pritchard
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Did you know?
This yellowish/brownish
color on the fluke is diatoms,
small phytoplankton
attached to the animal.
Usually seen on older whales

Fluke (Category 3) of humpback whale

Beautiful fluke (Category 1) of humpback whale, photo by Dave Katz

Fog coming in on Crystal Sound

Cruising operations in the mesmerizing Crystal Sound Bay
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Day 8: Landing at Gonzalo Vidales Research Station & cruising in Paradise Bay
After the magnificent day we had yesterday, we started to sail back North. The morning was planned out
at the science corner for the biologists in the team presenting the small creatures found in Antarctic
waters. Guests were able to learn about krill, echinoderms, salp, lichens etc. It was a wonderful session as
many attended and I was requested for the translation with the French group. By midday, we arrived at
Paradise bay where Gonzalez Videla Research Station is.

Did you know?
This is Isabella, the penguin
without any pigmentation,
similar conditions to leucitic
individuals among dolphins.
Her chicks however, have a
natural color.

Gonzales Videlas Station

Nicknamed ‘Penguin Island’, and for good reasons, the research station
is being managed by Chilean military who live there 4 to 5 months at a
time. There is a museum, and the so-famous water-boat point. It is also
the one place where we actually touched the mainland, as the island is
attached to the peninsula. We started the landing operations right after
lunch, and the outside temperature was about -3 degrees Celsius. Even
with so many layers on, I have to admit that I was cold after a few hours
and so with some of the girls on the team, we started dancing on site
to keep warm and our spirit up! There were still quite a lot of gentoo
penguins for this late time in the season with a lot of them still molting.

The resemblance is uncanny! Photo by
Sebastien Pannatier
Parent regurgitating food for chick
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In the meantime, whales were being active all around the ship giving passengers on tender boats and
kayaks a really fun time! Before even getting to the landing site, I could see 3 humpback whales fluking
at the bow of the ship from the camera located in the tender pit! I mean… there was almost no need to
go outside anymore! From my position on the island, I could see the whales surfacing in front of us and
one also breached several times close to shore. I also spotted one smaller animal with a pointy, falcatelike dorsal surfacing quite rapidly. As it was quite far away, there is a bit of uncertainty but I could bet that
I was an Antarctic minke whale… and it was indeed! A curious one came really close to the tender boat
Sascha, our official translator, was driving at the time. Once again, guests got some unbelievable close-up
time with the animals. Dave, one of our photographers, reported seven different humpback whales from
the flukes he pictured! After this amazing day, we left Paradise Bay around 7pm.
Did you know?
You don’t generally see the blow from
a minke whale.

Curious Antarctic Minke whale checking the tender boat in Paradise Bay. Photo by Sascha from the Expedition team

Three distinct humpback whales in Paradise Bay, two of them fluking almost simultaneously. Photo by Sandra from the
Expedition team
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Day 9: Cruising in Charlotte Bay
On this last day around the frozen continent, we planned to land in Portal Point early morning to give
passengers a taste of Antarctic snow. Unfortunately, with the amount of sea ice floating around, the EL
and the Captain announced that it was too risky for the tender pit to stay stationary. They came up with
an alternative; we were going to reach Charlotte Bay and spend the day doing cruising operations there.
I was thrilled by this alternative as the bay is well-known for whale spotting. We got there by 9am. The
team went down to have everything ready and that is when I noticed it… the light was extraordinary! With
the clouds at low latitude on the mountains, the ice covering them refracted the color blue that we have
been seeing on the icebergs. It was a phenomenon that I have never witnessed before.

Extraordinary blue color in the air as a result of the snow & ice refraction on the clouds

As expected, the bay was filled with humpback whales. I went on a first cruising tour with the French
group again, and many of the whales were spotted resting on the surface. One of them in particular caught
my eyes; half of its fluke was missing. It was a clean cut that seemed quite old and had healed. It was most
likely made from a ship’s propeller as it was too clean of a cut to be from a ‘natural event’ like predation.
It seemed to pair itself with another individual. While it was moving differently from the other whales, i.e.
no surfacing its dorsal fin every time as it may have been to tiring, it looked like it was able to compensate
quite well and dived like any other whales, giving it a longer lifespan that we would imagine.

Pictures of the half-fluke. Middle-picture from Dave Katz. Left-picture from Sebastien Pannatier
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I went out with a second group, German-speakers this time. While we were admiring the impressive
icebergs floating around, we heard some of the team mentioning whales feeding close to where we were.
What a show we got! At least, 20 humpback whales were around us doing what we call lunge feeding. It
is a technic where the animals trap the krill (zooplankton) on the surface by circling underneath it and
then extend their muscular pleats up to three times their original size, as shown on the illustration below,
to swallow the food in one mouth-full. They contract their pleats
back to their original size by pushing the water out of their mouth
using their tongue and keeping their baleen plates closed. Some
of my colleagues also mentioned witnessing bubble-net feeding,
pretty similar principal but creating walls of bubbles instead to
trap the prey. Two humpbacks came really close to our boats, and
circled around us for a while, swimming underneath us as well. It
is the closest to the animals I have been to during the whole trip.
With the drivers, we told passengers to stay quiet as the whales
were close and I saw tears in the eyes of many of them… It is hard
to explain how this experience all made us feel; it was
magnificent! On our way back to the ship, a flock of cormorants
appeared on the water surface as a goodbye wave.
Diagram of lunge-feeding

Did you know?
A blue whale
can take up to
100 tons of krillfilled water in
less than 10
seconds!

Humpback whales demonstrating a lunge-feeding technique by circling the krill just below the surface
and catching it in one mouth-full, their massive body on the side

The whales were fluking countless times as well, giving us great shot like this one! Photo by Dave Katz
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Did you know?
Those ‘little nots’ on
the head of the whale
are vibrissae. Same
function as whiskers
for cats, they find krill
via vibrations through
the water

Humpback whale heading towards our tender boats

Top-left: Dorsal fin of a humpback whale. Top-right: Flock of cormorants. Bottom: Humpback whale fluke (Category 2), photo
taken by Dave Katz

Back into my cabin, I could still see the animals fluking from my window. The area was a complete whale’s
soup!! And as we left Charlotte bay, I could not count the number of humpback whales resting on the
surface clearly seen, even from inside the ship. It was the cherry on top of the delicious icy cake that has
been the trip!
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A whale goodbye from Charlotte Bay

The afternoon was dedicated to more lectures and a Science session about ice. Passengers got to learn
about the different types of ice they discovered over the last few days. Many already came with pictures
of whales and questions! By the end of it, we were sailing around the Southern Shetland Islands, slowly
making our way back towards the Drake’s Passage, which did not look promising unfortunately.

The Expedition Team, from left to right, back row: Felipe, Anne, Jason, Sascha, Mauro, Henry, Lucja, Sebastien, Fred, Chris,
Monica, Laura, Maeva. Front row: Helga, Maggie, Sandra, Katya, Rike, Rudolf, Ujjmal, Signe, Dave
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Day 10: Crossing the Drake’s passage
Crossing the Drake’s passage on the way back to Ushuaia truly marked the end of the holidays for
passengers. It felt like going back home already as most of the day was planned out with lectures and
logistics. While the expedition team took this opportunity to have more of a relaxing morning. An open
bridge visit was also offered to passengers, a kind of look behind the scenes. In the afternoon, I ran the
Science corner to talk about whale identification and research being done on cetaceans. It was set into
small sections and was quite interactive as it gave a chance to do it in a Q&A format. By the time I was
done, the Captain’s Farewell Party was announced. We got to click our glasses with those of guests as an
ultimate goodbye!

Day 11: Arriving in Ushuaia
On this second day crossing the Drake’s Passage, the weather was more clement than anticipated, with a
swell of about 3 meters and numerous white caps and spray. It would have still been tricky to spot animals
in these conditions. With some of the biologists, the expedition guides and the photographers, we
presented the recap of the voyage. With a total of 27 humpback whales, 2 fin whales, 2 Antarctic minke
whales, 9 unidentified whales recorded during the surveys accomplished from deck 9, we have a grand
total of 40 whales recorded. To that, we can add all the ones seen on cruising operations that contributed
in making this voyage unbelievable. And let’s not forget our Weddell, crabeater and leopard seals, gentoo
and chinstrap penguins. This journey was an absolute success! To my knowledge, not a single passenger
went home without having seen a whale… how amazing is that!
The rest of the day was dedicated to another matter. Back to the reality of the world, we had to make
sure that every single passenger got home considering the current world-crisis and the limited number of
flights in place. I want to take this opportunity to thank many of you for being so understanding. Thank
you as well to the team on-board for working so hard to get passengers to disembark in Ushuaia the next
morning, and as it turned out, most of the expedition team followed. One quick note as well regarding
our charter flight to Buenos Aires, it was a real pleasure to have been on-board with so many of you. I
loved the fact that we were still discussing about cetaceans and sharing photos from the trip for
identification purposes. It made me realized that even when the situation is not ideal, you still share that
interest for this passion of mine, and for that, I am eternally grateful. I hope each and every one of you
had a safe flight back home.
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Thank you from your ORCA Cruise Conservationist

Firstly, I would like to give my thanks to guests on board MS Midnatsol; It was a real privilege to share this
incredible experience with you. I hope you enjoyed your cruise and that my presence helped you to make
the most of the wonderful wildlife encountered! If you have any feedback please email:
info@orcaweb.org.uk
ORCA extend our sincere gratitude to Hurtigruten for providing us with this opportunity to showcase the
incredible wildlife to guests and for enabling us to collect vital scientific data for the conservation of
cetaceans (whales, dolphins and porpoises) and other marine animals.
ORCA is one of the UK’s leading whale and dolphin conservation charities, dedicated to the long-term
protection of whales, dolphins and porpoises (collectively known as cetaceans), and their habitats.
For more information about us, please visit our website: www.orcaweb.org.uk

Photo taken on observatory deck 9 by guest Friedrich Diel
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